
THE REAL HISTORY OF THE CRUSADES

The Real History of the Crusades. Thomas F. Madden. Many historians had been trying for some time to set the record
straight on the.

Like all warfare, the violence was brutal although not as brutal as modern wars. They had made a detour to
Constantinople to support an imperial claimant who promised great rewards and support for the Holy Land.
Given the crusaders' need for food and transport, the emperor held the upper hand in this relationship,
although this is not to say that he was anything other than cautious in dealing with the new arrivals,
particularly in the aftermath of the trouble caused by the Peoples' Crusade and the fact that the main armies
included a large Norman Sicilian contingent, a group who had invaded Byzantine lands as recently as  In other
words, aren't the Crusades really to blame? Since his marriage to Isabella II of Jerusalem , John of Brienne's
daughter and heir, gave him a claim to the kingdom of Jerusalem; he finally arrived at Acre in  Saladin, the
great unifier, had forged the Muslim Near East into a single entity, all the while preaching jihad against the
Christians. Why did they do it? Later that year at the Council of Clermont, Urban raised the issue of military
support again and preached for a crusade. Many thousands of warriors took the vow of the cross and prepared
for war. Yet it was miraculously successful. When we think about the Middle Ages, it is easy to view Europe
in light of what it became rather than what it was. Richard judged thatâ€”while Saladin had a mustered
armyâ€”he himself lacked the resources to successfully capture the city or defend it in the unlikely event of a
successful assault. So what is the truth about the Crusades? Rome was evacuated. But it was a bitter pill to
swallow. At some point, Christianity as a faith and a culture had to defend itself or be subsumed by Islam. In
response the crusaders sacked the city, which involved three days of pillaging churches and killing many
Greek Orthodox Christians. Within an age of such intense religiosity the city of Jerusalem, as the place where
Christ lived, walked and died, held a central role. But much can already be said with certainty. His great
diplomatic skills meant the Sixth Crusade was largely a negotiation supported by force. Many historians had
been trying to set the record straight â€¦They are not revisionists, like the American historians who
manufactured the Enola Gay exhibit, but mainstream scholars offering the fruit of several decades of very
careful, very serious scholarship. One of the early rulers of Jerusalem had married into native Armenian
Christian nobility and thus Queen Melisende had a strong interest in supporting the indigenous as well as the
Latin Church. But Richard travelled south along the Mediterranean coast, defeated the Muslims near Arsuf ,
and recaptured the port city of Jaffa. At first Innocent was delighted that Constantinople was under Latin
authority but as he learned of the violence and looting that had accompanied the conquest he was horrified and
castigated the crusaders for 'the perversion of their pilgrimage'. Local political conflict meant Baldwin was
able to take power himself and thus, in , the first so-called Crusader State, the County of Edessa, came into
being. However, Shawar asserted his independence and allied with Baldwin's brother and successor King
Amalric. In , Suleiman the Magnificent laid siege to Vienna. Christian rulers in Iberia joined with the Genoese
in attacking the towns of Almeria in southern Spain and Tortosa in the north-east ; likewise the nobles of
northern Germany and the rulers of Denmark launched an expedition against the pagan Wends of the Baltic
shore around Stettin. The bulk of the crusaders scorned this political squabbling because they wanted to reach
Christ's tomb in Jerusalem and they compelled the army to head southwards. Over the winter of conditions
became extremely harsh, although the arrival of a Genoese fleet in the spring of provided some useful support.
These historians are not revisionists, but mainstream scholars offering the fruit of several decades of very
careful, very serious scholarship. These are usually well-remembered today. What they really wanted was an
expert to say it all back to them. It won't last long, so here goes. Think again. Louis organised a new crusade,
called the Seventh Crusade, to attack Egypt, arriving in  Had they oppressed the majority local population and
many Muslims and eastern Christians lived under Frankish rule , there would have been no-one to farm the
lands or to tax and their economy would simply have collapsed. The third decade saw campaigns by French
nobleman Fulk V of Anjou , the Venetians , and King Conrad III of Germany , as well as the foundation of the
Knights Templar , a military order of warrior monks which became international and widely influential.


